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Machinic Augenmusik
[in search of the surface noise of digital audio]

Still from the expanded performance version of Digital Audio Film, Ftarri Festival, Tokyo, November 2015.
Media are not only objects but subjects... the term media archaeography describes
modes of writing that are not human products but rather expressions of the
machines themselves... Technological media such as photography and computing
become active archaeologists of physical realities that are often inaccessible to
human senses.1

Wolfgang Ernst's concept of media archaeography here seems to exclude the anthropological. And
yet there exist, in several walks of life, media archaeographers: people who elicit, record or
otherwise attend to the expressions of machines. Charles Sumner Tainter, whose attentive ears
studied the extraneous noises of the phonograph2 could be one notable historic example. Ernst
himself, as Director of the Media Archaeological Fundus in Berlin, might be another and Shintaro
Miyazaki has pointed out the listening practices of the pioneers of mainframe-era computing, which
might count them also as examples.3 If such a type exists then I am one too, having devoted the
majority of my practice over the last five years to eliciting media noise and machine visions. The
operating principle of this practice being that while "artificial substances or machines are able to
react to one another without human intervention",4 some combinations of media are improbable
enough to not occur by chance.
Digital Audio Film is one such improbable encounter: a 16mm photochemical film produced inside
a portable CD player. The work exists in two forms. Firstly, a 3 minute animation made by exposing
individual frames of the filmstrip to the laser in a Sony discman.5 And secondly, a performance
which combines this footage with macro shots of the machine’s electromechanical interior and a
live soundtrack sourced from various CD technologies.6 The action of exposing film to the CD
player’s laser is a deliberately transgressive act in the context of normative media practice,
misusing both technologies. However, the work finds a historic and contemporary context in
experimental film practices such as cameraless direct animation and in experimental music, where
appropriating playback media as instruments is now commonplace. This essay proposes a
theoretical, media archaeological and political reading of the shorter, silent version of this work.

By comparison with their analogue counterparts, digital devices pose a challenge to the purposeful
media archaeographer. Designed for transparency, digital media purport to leave no perceptible
trace of their own, to create and reproduce without extraneous noise. Although electromagnetically
raucous, these apparatuses aspire to acoustic silence. The current generation of smartphones and
tablets has, for example, successfully eradicated the once ubiquitous purr of cooling fans still
prevalent in larger computers. Even where discernible traces of the underlying system are evident:
in the idiosyncrasies of codecs, formats and software behaviours; these are the products of long
periods of research, development and negotiation between leading technology companies, as
chronicled for the case of the mp3 by Jonathan Sterne.7
Glitches, let alone auto-inscriptive machine poetics, are hard won in the digital domain, as
emphasised in the near-evangelical tone of Ken Pohlmann's guide to the technical operation of the
compact disc:
Sound is an analog phenomenon, and so is noise. An analog device cannot distinguish
between them... The numbers comprising a digital signal... are impervious to noise. A digital
number cannot become noisy; it is right or wrong.8

Since the mid 1990s Japanese artist Yasunao Tone has sought to subvert and expose the various
systems which maintain this intended imperviousness of digital audio. What he once achieved for
the CD format with scraps of punctured adhesive tape9 has now become a creative cottage
industry of coders producing apps and software tools designed to aesthetically disrupt your
desktop, pseudo-chemically process your digital photos and generally add a layer of metamateriality to these cleansed technologies. To work inside digital devices is not to remove the
casing and file the tip of your soldering iron to prise off subminiature components, but to work
within the machine code. To work with process has become, for many hackers, media artists and
electronic musicians, to work with algorithm.
The programmatic intention which Vilém Flusser considered so insidious to all black boxes is
concentrically nested in digital devices. Within the computer case we find a modular hardware
environment in which the disc drive, hard drive, motherboard and screen are all manufactured by
separate companies, using globally sourced components, before being assembled. Once switched
on we encounter a similar motte-and-bailey software construction of an encircling operating system
inside which various independent softwares coexist. In this environment the criticality of working
within the machine and without the manual becomes a near impossibility. Within this fortress of
prescribed functionality where are we to find the operative materiality of the machine itself?
Amongst machines that encourage us to overlook their physicality, the disc drives and peripherals
are the gateways. Keyboards, mice, screens, printers, scanners, floppy, CD-ROM and hard drives
all mediate between our three dimensional minerality and the data which fixates our gaze. Among
these formats and interfaces the compact disc occupies a uniquely paradoxical position: a digital
audio medium masquerading as a physical album format; and the only medium that can be said to
have ushered in its own obsolescence. The change in public perception, to conceive of all
information: visual, textual and auditory, as merely data files with different three letter suffixes can
be seen as being brought about, to some extent, by the use-trajectory of the CD from an industry
controlled album format to a disposable data exchange disc.
The relationship between digital audio and opticality is reminiscent of that between television and
audition in John Logie Baird's 1927 Phonovision television recording system. In the latter the TV
image is inscribed into shellac as very low frequency audio; while with digital audio, sound is
encoded as laser-legible ‘pits' which must be brought into focus with an objective lens mechanism.
Both then perform a sensory translation during the read/write process, reminding us that media do
not distinguish between signals on grounds of our own anatomical perception. A similar translation
of sound into light takes place in the production of film soundtracks, which, as Kittler reminds us

"are not sounds at all, but rather varyingly bright and varyingly wide images of the vibrations that
sounds or noises physically are".10
The opticality of the CD apparatus does not
operate according to ocular-camera principles of
refracting existing light while recording and
recreating that light by projection during
playback. The laser must fire to both read and
write, inscribing and decoding by projection.
Might we then describe the CD drive not only as
optical but entoptical: the distant machinic
cousin of Jan Evangelista Purkyne's
experiments with arterial projections?11
Conversely however, optical data storage
excludes human vision - both by necessity and
preference. Digital devices appear to their users
as sealed tamper-proof units devoid of moisture,
dust and other traces of the organic: in the case
of the magnetic hard drive disc even laced with
sachets of silica gel to leach out any
condensation. The CD's exclusion of our sight
and its susceptibility to physical contact
prefigures the complete elimination of human
contact with the objects of data storage.12 The
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shutting of the CD tray is not only emblematic of
the transfer of data from the physical to the
informational but also the metaphorical last slam of the door for the manual handling and visual
observation of media in operation. From that moment on we work exclusively through
programmatic graphic user interfaces.
To force the CD apparatus to work with the cover open is a wilful act of (potentially) hazardous
media disobedience. Choi Joonyong and Patrick Farmer, among others, currently use this
approach to reimagine discmans as mechanical instruments:
These are the people who press the keys of an apparatus to make it stop at an intentionally
informative situation, people determined to control the apparatus in spite of its tendency to
become more and more automated and so to preserve human judgement over the machine.
Envisioners are people who try to turn an automatic apparatus against its own condition of
being automatic. They cannot create illusions without the automatic apparatus for the stuff to be
envisioned, the particles are neither graspable nor comprehensible without the apparatus' keys.13

To produce photochemical animation using the CD player’s laser as a light source, as is the central
process of Digital Audio Film, is to turn an audio reproduction apparatus into one of image
production, to redefine it as a cinematic writing machine. By turning the laser into content itself
rather than an instrument for decoding content Digital Audio Film seeks to mediate this radiation
wavelength (at around 780nm it falls only just outside the visible spectrum) for our sight, to close
the gap between laser and cornea, to enable a collective staring into this invisible glow without
risking accidental corneal surgery.
The exposure of film stock to this laser allows two optical media, one of sight and one of sound to
interpret one another, bringing them into a mutually anachronistic dialogue. But in spite of the
technical and temporal distance between these media, there are unexpected parallels in their
operation. Optically stored audio is not a digital invention but an innovation of the cinema industry.
In spite of the technical similarity between the transduction of sound into light in both sound-film
cameras and the photodiodes of a CD player, film is rarely mentioned as a precursor to optical

data storage.14 Furthermore, the illusion of motion achieved by film relies on our perceptual
inability to distinguish discrete images viewed at a certain rate, which Sean Cubitt describes as "a
proto-digital decoupage of continuous motion into segments".15 As he implies, this process of
sampling physical reality at a fixed rate is exactly the same process by which digital audio
approximates auditory reality:
Today such continuous data flows of the acoustic world are being translated into discrete,
quantified data - a process of digital quantization in which the continuous becomes itself a secondary
effect of discrete enumeration... But with accelerated data processing that is faster than our optical
and acoustic senses can consciously follow, discrete operations have been able to represent
continuous ones, approaching the reality of physical signals themselves.16

While cinema's synthesis of time, a "continuum based in the phenomenological capacities of the
viewer"17 relies on as few as 24 images in a second, the digital standard for CD audio is 44,100
samples per second (although it should be noted that with digital audio we never hear the discrete
samples but rather a reconstruction of the original waveform, so it does operate on our perception
in the same way as film). To consider media as
synthesising time is particularly pertinent with
regard to animation. The illusory motion of an
animated image is not an approximation of an
earlier physical event, but a perceptual trick
created on the filmstrip. Animation does not
reproduce motion but produces its effect for the
first time in the mind of its audience. The flickering
red circle of Digital Audio Film, visualised by the
sensitivity of silver halide to wavelengths beyond
the visible spectrum, is a constructed moving
image, a fiction created through the serendipitous
technical dialogue between these two apparently
unrelated media. Within this dialogue the
individual voices of each medium are occasionally
lost as some qualities of the resulting footage can
be attributed to either medium. The red corona,
for example, present throughout the film could
result from halation: the internal reflections within
the structure of the celluloid; or from the twitching
auto-focus motion of the CD player’s lens, which,
The disc’s refractive index focuses the laser
in the absence of a disc is unable to find pits of
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data to focus on.
The film stock, used without a lens as a light-sensitive surface, behaves more in the manner of a
contact microphone than a camera, an analogy which chimes with Cubitt's assertion that
"photographic developing is a process of amplification"18. The silver halide coating transduces
fleeting light into a static image just as piezo-electric crystals transduce vibration into voltage.
Ernst's description of a microphone membrane which "dispassionately pays attention to the
subconscious qualities of technical media"19 serves equally for the action of the film emulsion here,
revealing one aspect of the medium in isolation and close-up, producing an otherwise
imperceptible perspective on the machine:
The measuring device, for a moment, suspends human perception from the limitations of its own
subjectivity and culturality... This physical layer below symbolically expressed culture can be
registered only by media themselves.20

The laser is an artifact of the apparatus: a technical necessity for both the inscription and
reproduction of data onto and from the disc, but not generally considered worthy of our attention. A
'subconscious quality' of the machine, yet one which is crucial to every function of the CD player.

The laser is as much a part of the medium's background noise as the dust and scratches which
reveal the materiality of projected celluloid to the observant viewer. As Caleb Kelly points out,
during CD playback "nothing except light is touching the disc".21 If the noise of vinyl playback
results from the physical interaction of the pick-up with its format then to capture the laser in the
chemical structure of film emulsion can be seen as envisioning the operative noise in what was
once heralded as a noiseless medium. Yasunao Tone draws a similar analogy in discussing his
motivation to interrupt the playback of digital audio:
if you scratch analog recordings you can predict what kind of sound comes out, but with the
digital you have no way of predicting. The CD players read the information by a laser beam hitting
the CD, so I started experimenting with blocking the laser beam with bits of scotch tape.22
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Regarding the laser beam as
analogous to the stylus of vinyl
playback enables a re-evaluation
of digital audio's key innovation not
as the elimination of surface noise
so much as its translation into a
different sensory mode, and one
which is normally beyond our
perception. If, as Michel Serres
asserts "background noise is the
ground of our perception"23 then ni
the case of the CD drive the
perception and interpretation of a
signal is grounded in the reflection
of its laser off the pitted aluminium
surface in which that signal is
physically encoded.

The archaeography of the CD apparatus then is not confined to the auditory, not to the skittering
playback of Tone's 'wounded' discs nor the audible electromagnetic induction of its inner workings,
but must include its imperceptible projection. Regarding the laser as central to the agency of the
apparatus suggests a parallel between Ernst's concept of media archaeography and the
"physiography of vision"24 studied by Purkyne. As Zielinski notes, Purkyne emphasised the
subjectivity of vision, recognising that our eyes do not perceive objectively but produce
"phenomena independent of external reality".25 Similarly, media archaeography emphasises the
subjective qualities of our media, which, even in the digital era, do not simply record and reproduce
signals but have their own agency and leave their own impressions. The inconsistencies in the size
and shape of the red dot and surrounding lens flares produced by the interaction of film and laser
reinforce this sense of subjectivity, through their very unpredictability they begin to resemble media
technological phosphenes: the Augenmusik26 of the machine. Purkyne's description of subjective
visual phenomena as 'eye music' thus provides a bodily parallel for the optical-auditory nature of
the compact disc and a means of reframing the imperceptible optical noise of the medium as visual
music.
This machinic augenmusik is produced in an improbable encounter between ostensibly
incompatible media. A cinematic format which has been all but left for dead by the industry founded
upon its technical innovation, and a data storage medium, designed for audio, which is currently
subject to a similar enforced obsolescence by a market partially created by its existence. Yet, in
spite of their apparent mutual exclusivity, their dialogue reveals the materiality of both media and
the extent to which binary oppositions between analogue and digital are a fallacy perpetuated to
enforce a narrative of technological progression.
If Digital Audio Film is an act of ‘envisioning’ in the sense intended by Flusser and "the power to
envision is the power that sets out to make concrete sense of the abstract and absurd universe
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into which we are falling"27 then I hope that as much as the work reveals one technical aspect of
optical data’s abstraction; it also reflects on the absurdity of a techno-ideological narrative which
implements, distributes and discards media systems with increasing regularity under the guise of
progress, but in the name of perpetual profit. The mainstream mass media lifespan of the CD was
less than 30 years, approximately one third of the time that celluloid dominated the film industry.
We must open the black boxes through which power and economics operate, the black boxes of
media. Through meticulous analysis of the material media that we have inherited it may be possible
to discover what else is in the toolbox that our ancestors have bequeathed us... To do so will mean
concentrating for once not on our own freedom but on theirs: on the autonomy of technology, from
pigment to pixel, from those who would constrain it... Freeing technology from its slavery to human
design is the first step towards recognising that it has a teleology other than the one we have tried to
embody in it.28

As much as I may hope that my practice provides a useful resistance to the dominant technoideology, and whilst I concur wholeheartedly with Cubitt's sense of the urgency with which we must
redraw our relationship with black boxes, from their insides out, I am perhaps more skeptical with
regard to the benefits of this approach to media. Capitalism has proven itself incredibly adept at
turning its dissenters to its advantage: whether this be through the monetisation of punk, the police
infiltration of anarchist groups or, most recently, the use of anti-terror legislation to curtail civil
liberties. None of the practices nor discourses discussed here pose so potent a threat to the
current neoliberal status quo as those examples, nor are they ever likely to without being radically
rethought.
The work discussed above is made using a partially-functional second-hand discman, offcuts and
overstock film - the legacy of celluloid's rapid demise as the global movie medium of choice - and a
contact printer cobbled together from obsolete editing and darkroom equipment. But I have
documented it using a Canon DSLR, typed this on an iPad and recorded audio for the soundtrack
onto a MacBook Pro. So, as much as the work seeks to reappraise the current use-value of two
supposedly obsolete media as an act of critical media practice, its production and publication
remain reliant on the current generation of consumer electronics.
If, as Flusser said of photography in 1985, "not only the gesture but also the intention of the
photographer is a product of the apparatus"29 then would it not now be true to say that the
intentions of the hacker, and all other ostensibly subversive ab/uses of consumer technological
products, are also products of the apparatus. While such strategies may raise awareness of
technology’s autonomous agency, in doing so they also compound the thrall that such devices hold
over us, reinforcing the sense that all cultural products are now secondary to the machines with
which they are produced and making exhibitions of media art often resemble trade shows for the
prevailing technological trends. What is needed, in my humble opinion, is no longer simply a
critique but an effective counter-narrative: work which not only refuses to privilege the present
industry-standard, but exposes the purported superiority of those standards as a fallacy and the
machines which enable them as the revenue-generating exercise they have become. To achieve

this we must look on the genealogy of media technologies as ideologically defined and begin to
see the alternatives which have been abandoned or the potentials left untapped in the haste for the
new. In the words of Gilbert Simondon:
Many abandoned technical objects are incomplete inventions which remain as an
open-ended virtuality and could be taken up once more and given new life in
another field according to the profound invention which informs them, that is, their
technical essence.30
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